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Agile e6.0.4 represents a service release rolling up a large number of bug fixes. 
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JBOSS 
JBoss is no longer included in the installation package for Agile e6.0.4. If you are using 
Business Services for the Agile e6 Server, you need to download the JBoss manually. For 
further information on installing the JBoss refer to the Agile e6.0.4 installation manuals.  

Note - During the installation of the Agile Server, the axalantORIGIN environment will be 
created automatically. Since the Business Service can only be activated while creating a new 
environment, it is not possible to activate the Business Service of the axalantORIGIN 
environment afterwards, even after installing the JBoss Application Server. 

FELICS Removal 
The FELICS License Server has been removed. All contractual terms for using Agile PLM 
Solutions stay in place. 

Password Encryption Algorithm 
The password encryption algorithm has been replaced and customers upgrading to Agile 
e6.0.4 have to re-set all existing user passwords manually due to some restrictions. 
Otherwise, after the upgrade to Agile e6.0.4 no login will be possible. 

Any existing password that has a character not matching the following character set at the 
first and second position (e.g. German umlauts) need to be changed before upgrading to 
Agile e6.0.4, otherwise, the user might not be able to log-in again.  

 A-Z 
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 a-z 

 0-9 

  / 

  .  

Note – The check of the passwords cannot be automated as they are stored encrypted.  

The new password will then be encrypted with a new algorithm and can then have any 
characters the user wants to use. The length of a password is also no longer limited to a 
certain amount of characters. 

Renamed Tabs in Item Mask 
The tabs Work Request and Work Order of the Item mask have been renamed to Affecting 
EWR and Affecting EWO, as both refer to the Affected Objects tab of the Work Request and 
Work Order mask. 

Java Client – Kunststoff Look&Feel 
This option has been removed. 

Platform Support 
For a complete list of supported platforms please refer to: 
http://eignersupport.agilesoft.com/documentation/plm_platforms.asp

List of Fixed Bugs for Agile e6.0.4 
This list contains all open issues which are confirmed to be solved as part of the Agile e6.0.4 
Release.  

FIS ID Module Description 

8168 OTH The titles of all document masks should be corrected into the correct capital 

letters. 

- Main words: Capital letters 

- Prepositions: Small letters 

Beside this, the titles of the 

- Office Suite documents should be changed from "Documents" into "Office 

Documents". 

Reproduction: 

1) Start > Documents > {respective document menu items} 
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FIS ID Module Description 

Environment: 

- axa2000EIP_test 

9175 WEB In the query mode the Web client has to take the size of the current field into 

account. The maximum number of characters to enter in the query mode is the 

field size. 

Example: width of field: 4. The following query condition should be inserted: 

>1800 & <2000. 

9290 QRY If in a list mask a query value is inserted which is longer than 100 characters 

(Default QUERYSIZE has e.g. a value of 250).This query cannot be stored 

completely with "favorites -> save search conditions" as the field 

T_QRY_CND.QRY_VALUE has a size of only 100 characters! 

10046 OTH Drag'n Drop of an item from the browser to the element list of a project (in the 

browser) does not work. 

10120 DTV Try to change the password with Tools->Change Password. If the new password is 

an empty password you will get a database error message: "Internal Database Error 

in "dbi_wri_usr_pwd" (EPSQL "EPQUPD") Code -966".  

10231 BOM When displaying item structures (version view dependent) following error occurs: 

Set version view to development, create two items and insert item 2 into the BOM 

of item 1. Now change the status of item 2 (child of item 1) to 240 (In Change) and 

copy it to a new revision (with all structure elements) -> the new revision of item2 

is inserted into the structure of item 1 (correct). However, in the BOM of item 1 

BOTH revisions of item 2 are visible although development view is set and so the 

old revision which does not have a current flag (T_MASTER_DAT.CUR_FLAG) set 

should be hidden. 

Hints: 

In the multilevel structure explosion only the current revision is shown! With 2D 

documents for example everything is correct: In development view only the 

current revision is displayed. If the current flag of the BOM 

(T_MASTER_STR.CUR_FLAG) is taken away from the item structure mask the old 

revision is not displayed any more. 

10247 DTV Since Agile e6, the portmapper writes useless messages in eventlog e.g. every 30 

min. 
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10425 DFM If DFM is activated, it's only possible to delete a file if the fms_cli can reach every 

fileserver where this file is stored, so it's not possible to replace a file if one of the 

servers, where the old version is stored, is not reachable. Also it's not possible to 

create a network where one branch office doesn't know the other ones. 

10470 OFS The reservation/unset reservation for office documents is not working correctly: 

reserve a document and open it with Word, save it to PLM and close Word. If you 

try now to unset the reservation, the error message:"10000002 is currently not 

reserved, no need to reset reservation” is displayed. It seems like you can unset a 

reservation if you repeat “unset reservation” a second time. 

10514 WEB If a user updates his/her password and inserts wrong values, there is no message in 

the message window (example: old password was inserted wrongly; new password 

confirmation different). 

10556 OTH Choosing "Clear Entry" from the context menu of a selection widget (drop down 

menu of type "W") leads to errors if the mask limit of the selection widget was 

reached.  

10944 OTH The master password also includes the password for PDW. However, the E6-EVL 

password must NOT include the E6-MPA license.  

10980 GTM In a mask that is opened with xgroup_lis the userexit wdh_wri_lis cannot be 

executed anymore (this was possible in Agile e5.1).  

11047 WFL Symptom: When creating a workflow process in definition from a template, the 

priority is always set to "B" in field (T_PRC_DAT.PRC_PRIORITY). The mask-default 

"C" is not used. 

11067 OTH In the form "Document Management Lookup Values" (System->Document 

Management->Lookup Values) the sublists are assigned to the wrong folders. The 

list document attributes can be found in the folder "Drawing Frames" and vise 

versa.  

11080 JCL 1. Start Java client with yeti_i18n_test application 

2. Open "Default Data" 

3. Create and store a new record with variable name 'TEST', type 'S' and value 'test' 

4. Edit this record, write (or copy) some Cyrillic letters to the value field 

5. Leave the field with the tab key 
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An error message is displayed: "Could not convert data..." and the cursor stays in 

the field. 

6. Press the tab key once again and the cursor leaves the field without error 

message. 

11081 JCL Search for a document in the doc - list => select the document and switch to the 

form =>ok. Now search for another document in the form (e.g. for Document-No. 

%). The query shows the previous document (if using %) or no document is found.  

11108 GTM In the attribute tab of the combined class form is a button with the German text 

"Setattributen Einfügen" (since Agile e6). This text can be misunderstood and 

therefore should be changed into "Attributgruppe einfügen".  

11109 PAC Warning Message: "Value of configuration parameter "EDB-PAC-RECURSION" is set to 

"-"! This might cause errors." The default value for EDB-PAC-RECURSIONS needs to 

be changed in the dump from a value of '-' to a value of '50'. 

11117 GTM - Create a class with at least 2 attributes, one of type "string” (example: S5) 

- Create attribute values for the string attribute (at least 2)  

1. Attribute field has to be emptied first. 

2. Update classification list (items, table T_GRP_ART) 

3. Click into the attribute field and select a value from the drop down menu (value 

is taken over into the field) 

4. Click the button again for the dropdown menu and select a different value 

(simulation: user misses the correct value at the first time) 

5. Without any further clicks store the record. 

6. Refresh the classification list 

-> The selected value is not stored in the database! 

11123 OTH The selection texts of the menu EDB-DOC-RES-SLSB are not translated into 

German. Therefore, the menu for a reserved document in the explorer window 

appears only in English language. 

11130 DBS In the standard dump for Agile e6.0.3 a bitmap index still exists. The upgrade tool 

3.1.13 also creates this index with script: ora/sql/cre_rep_edb.sql  CREATE BITMAP 

INDEX EDB_CHG_OPR6 ON T_CHG_OPR_DAT(EDB_IS_SPECIFIED) TABLESPACE &&2; 
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11135 UPG The patch upgrade from Agile e6.0.2 to Agile e6.0.3 with SQL Server is executed 

only incompletely, because a component is missing. Therefore, the quick load 

function does not work any more afterwards. When upgrading from Agile e5.1 

everything works fine. 

11136 GTM Symptom: The attribute values of an attribute, which is inherited by an upper 

class, are not present within the subclass after upgrading Agile e5.1.1 to Agile 

e6.0.3.  

11143 OTH The selection text of the selection "EDB-DMS-UPD" is "Update", but it's missing the 

bitmap with the standard update function "EDB-BAS-UPD", where the text is 

"#update:Update". This should be adapted in the standard dump. 

11174 OFS If there is an Excel 2000 with the Autosave option already started when I try to 

checkout and open another Excel file, then in the new opened Excel session the 

following message is shown: AUTOSAVE.XLA is already open.  

11185 OFS If a file is checked-in via the OfficeSuite, an OfficeSuite file type record is also 

created (if not already there).  

11192 OTH The constraint EDB-CHG-SET-EFF-REC is not correctly defined in the standard dump 

of Agile e6.0 to e6.0.3. The key field 2 is T_WRK_EFF_DAT.EDB_EFF_TYPE but 

should be T_WRK_EFF_DAT.EDB_WRK_SET_REF. 

11208 OTH The standard dump includes three lifecycle definitions (STD-EWO, STD-POP, and 

STD-PPL) containing a status transition where the access rights are defined as 

empty (=no access).  

11210 MOA In the job selection widget, which pops up directly after start up for non-manager 

users, when Multi-Project Access Rights are switched on, the selection values for 

the radio button field are translated incorrectly into German. 

"Alle zugewiesenen Projekte" should be "Alle zugewiesenen Jobs" and 

"Anzuzeigende Projekte" should be "Jobs mit aktuell anzuzeigenden Projekten". 

11228 OTH After deactivating the STEP Feature (View->Available Features->Remove the ckeck 

for "Extensions for STEP AP214"), the STEP related tabs still show up on the Item 

Navigator form. 

11247 OTH In the reservation menu (EDB-RES-MEN) in Agile e6.x the manager function for 

unreserving documents (Selection EDB-RES-RST-MNG) is missing. The selection 
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itself is still available in the dump but not assigned to any menu anymore. 

11259 ECI It is not possible to fill a blob field (f.ex. T_DOC_DAT.DOC_BLOB) with eci_upd_typ 

(internally uses eci_add_blb_fil). But the system returns "OK" and no error message 

appears. Using eci_upd_ent a blob field can be filled correctly without any error. 
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